LOCATION PHOTOS
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Take 4 horizontal pictures. Overlap when taking each shot.
Stitch together with software that came with your camera or other software like Photoshop CS3 or Higher or freeware found on the internet (links are listed at NCFilm.com).
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Final Photo
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Remember to capture all the angles/views of your property and its surroundings
LOCATION PHOTO STANDARDS

Uploads to the NCFO location database are to follow these standards.

All pictures are required to be in .jpg format at 150 dpi

Single pictures:
- Standard format: $W = 900$ px
- Vertical picture format: $H = 900$ px

Pans:
- Pans should not exceed 4 vertical format pictures in a row.
- With the maximum of 4 vertical pictures the resulting pan width needs to be 1300 px.

Please refer to the pan diagram (next page/slide).
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SINGLE IMAGES

RESULTING PAN WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 10 IN. WIDE, 4.5 IN. HIGH

FINAL PAN